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There will be an extinction event on Planet Earth sometime in the foreseeable fu-
ture.  It might happen tomorrow.  It might not happen for a long time.  Whether or
not it will happen isn’t in question.  Eventually, it will happen.

I’m not concerned here with minor extinction events.  The planetary environment
can recover quickly enough from those.  I’m concerned here with a major extinction
event, the kind that leaves the planetary environment with not much in the way of
living things.  It will take millions of years for the planetary environment to recover
from such a major extinction event.  I have an idea that might considerably shorten
the recovery time.  I’m hoping that some group of interested people might be able to
do it.  Here’s what I suggest.

I suggest the construction of time capsules.  They should be made of high-tech, du-
rable plastic, unless someone can suggest a better material.  The material, whatever
is eventually used, should be such that it will last as long as possible before it disin-
tegrates.  The capsules should be hollow, so that they’ll float if necessary.  They
should be filled with dry Nitrogen, unless somebody can suggest a better internal
environment.  Within the internal environment, the capsules should contain seeds
from the most hardy plants available.  Since there won’t be any insects available af-
ter the extinction event, the plants must be of species that don’t require pollination
by insects.

The time capsules should be designed to last long enough that, by the time that
they disintegrate, the planetary environment will be ready to begin the process of
reestablishing itself.  When the capsules begin to disintegrate, they’ll release their
seeds into the waiting environment.  When the seeds germinate, the necessary re-
covery time for the planetary environment will be shortened by however long it
would otherwise have taken for those kinds of plants to evolve.

The project won’t be very expensive, compared to the other loony things that people
do.  Even if it won’t work at all, it still won’t be very much of a waste of resources
and it’ll make a few people feel useful.  Whatever the case, I don’t see that it will do
any harm.

The project will need some funding and the help of one or more botanists and some
people who’re familiar with fabricating things with plastic, or whatever other mate-
rials is used.  It will need some help from somebody who knows how to preserve
seeds.  It wouldn’t hurt for some geologists to help decide where to put the time cap-
sules.  Who knows?  Maybe just dropping them into the oceans would be the best
thing to do with them.  I don’t know.
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